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Programming the Semantic WebO'Reilly, 2009
With this book, the promise of the Semantic Web -- in which machines can find, share, and combine data on the Web -- is not just a technical possibility, but a practical reality. Programming the Semantic Web demonstrates several ways to implement semantic web applications, using existing and emerging standards and technologies. You'll learn how to...
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Prayers for Knowing GodHarvest House Publishers, 2021

	
		“As you get to know God through relational communication with Him, may He reveal Himself more fully to you and give you greater grace and peace each day.”

		—Dr. Tony Evans (stylize as signature)

		

		In times of crisis and change, knowing God is the only path to heart-deep stability...
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Introduction to Web Design Using Dreamweaver®, Student EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2006
Introduction to Web Design Using Dreamweaver® provides students with step-by-step activities that teach the skills needed to plan and create Web sites. For use with Dreamweaver® MX, MX 2004, and 8. Includes information about Web design principles and activities that involve Flash® and Fireworks® application skills....
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The Princeton Companion to MathematicsPrinceton Press, 2008

	This is a one-of-a-kind reference for anyone with a serious interest in mathematics. Edited by Timothy Gowers, a recipient of the Fields Medal, it presents nearly two hundred entries, written especially for this book by some of the world's leading mathematicians, that introduce basic mathematical tools and vocabulary; trace the...
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God, Do You Really Care?: Finding Strength When He Seems DistantMultnomah, 2006

	When the Hits Just Keep On Comin' There are small hits: The car won't start. You lose something valuable. It's raining on your five-hundred-person outdoor event. And there are big hits: She's diagnosed with cancer. You're being laid off. They're getting divorced. Regardless of magnitude, each trial causes us to...
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The Real Sexy, Smart and Strong: 30 Tips to Boost Confidence, Get Fit and Feel Great, Inside and OutJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	"My life’s passion is to connect people all over the world with their success potential. Patch’s book confirms just how smart exercise is—for your success and for keeping every part of your life in top condition. A must-read for everyone!"

	—Jack Canfield, Co-creator, of The Success...
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Applying Domain-Driven Design and Patterns: With Examples in C# and .NETAddison Wesley, 2006
“[This] is a book about design in the .NET world, driven in an agile manner and infused with the products of the enterprise patterns community. [It] shows you how to begin applying such things as TDD, object relational mapping, and DDD to .NET projects...techniques that many developers think are the key to future...
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Opengl Programming Guide: The Official Guide to Learning Opengl, Version 1.1Addison Wesley, 1997
OpenGL is a powerful software interface for graphics hardware that allows graphics programmers to produce high-quality color images of 3D objects. The functions in the OpenGL library enable programmers to build geometric models, view models interactively in 3D space, control color and lighting, manipulate pixels, and perform such tasks as alpha...
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Oxford Picture Power Dictionary: 1500 Words Through StoriesOxford University Press, 1996
This topic-based picture dictionary introduces vocabulary by means of a  short, lively narrative or story and large illustrations. Oxford Picture Power Dictionary provides 1500 words through stories and  pictures, stories by Stella Maidment, Illustrated by Belinda Evans. This  topic-based picture dictionary introduces vocabulary by means of a...
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Invisible Engines: How Software Platforms Drive Innovation and Transform IndustriesMIT Press, 2006
Winner of the Business, Management & Accounting category in the 2006 Professional/Scholarly Publishing Annual Awards Competition presented by the Association of American Publishers, Inc.
 
 Software platforms are the invisible engines that have created, touched, or transformed nearly every major industry for the past...
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php|architect's Guide to Programming with Zend FrameworkMarco Tabini, 2008
Learn to master the secrets of the Zend Framework with this new book from php|architect's popular Nanobook series! Written by Zend DevZone editor and well-known PHP expert Cal Evans, php|architect's Guide to Programming with Zend Framework helps you understand the Zend Framework through a detailed roadmap into its features and functionality....
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The Calculus Gallery: Masterpieces from Newton to LebesguePrinceton Press, 2004
More than three centuries after its creation, calculus remains a dazzling intellectual achievement and the gateway into higher mathematics. This book charts its growth and development by sampling from the work of some of its foremost practitioners, beginning with Isaac Newton and Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz in the late seventeenth century and...
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